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Abstract. Before a service invocation takes place, an agreement
between the service provider and the service user might be required.
Such an agreement is the result of a negotiation process between the two
parties and defines how the service invocation has to occur. Consider-
ing the Service Oriented Computing paradigm, the relationship among
providers and users is extremely loose. Traditional agreements are likely
to concern long term relationships and to be manually performed. In this
paper, we propose a model to generate service level agreement on-the-fly.
Just before the invocation commences, the quality of the service is nego-
tiated in order to generate a service level agreement tied to that specific
invocation. Such an approach relies on a quality model that supports
both users requirements and providers capabilities definition.

1 Introduction

Organizations are increasingly exporting their services as Web services [1]. Such
a proliferation increases the likelihood that users may find several services sat-
isfying their functional requirements [2,3,4]. When users can choose among a
set of functionally equivalent services, non-functional requirements become the
driver for Web service selection. As a consequence, we need to define and manage
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between service providers and users [5].

In Service Oriented Computing paradigm, an SLA is defined as a binding con-
tract which formally specifies user expectations about the solution and tolerances.
SLA is a collection of service level requirements that have been negotiated and mu-
tually agreed upon by the information providers and the information consumers.
Usually, providers define some service levels as a fixed combination of their spe-
cific capabilities on a set of quality dimensions, and users must choose one these
levels. Reasonable service levels that meet user requirements can be achieved by
increasing the flexibility of the SLA definition. We argue that this could be ob-
tained by allowing parties, i.e., users and providers, to re-examine and to nego-
tiate defined levels. It is worth noting that identifying attainable service levels is
a time consuming activity for the providers. Adding negotiation features creates
further overhead during SLA definition activity. For these reasons, our approach
does not identify service levels in advance. Providers only clarify their capabilities
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and service levels will be identified on-the-fly considering the users expectations.
Service levels negotiation is also performed on-the-fly to reduce its overhead.

The discussion of mechanisms for on-the-fly generation of the SLA will be
tied to a running example. We focus on a TrafficMonitoring service example.
The TrafficMonitoring Web service provides up-to-date information about local
traffic to business and retail customers across the US. The quality of such a
service is defined by two classes of quality dimensions: technical and domain
dependent.

Technical quality dimensions refer to technical aspects of service provisioning.
Quality dimensions belonging to this class can be associated with any Web ser-
vice, and do not explicitly depend on a characterization of the domain in which
a Web service operates. For the sake of simplicity, we consider three quality di-
mensions, that is, availability, data encryption, and response time. Readers may
refer to [6,7] for an extensive review of Web service technical quality. Availabil-
ity refers to the expected percentage of time the system is up and accessible.
Data encryption refers to the algorithms adopted for protecting data from ma-
licious accesses. Eventually, response time refers to the expected delay between
the moment in which a request is sent and the moment in which results are
received [6].

Domain dependent quality dimensions strongly rely on the type of Web ser-
vice that is under consideration. For the TrafficMonitoring example, we consider
the covered area, routes set, and detail level dimensions. The covered area di-
mension characterizes the extensiveness of the area over which the service is able
to provide traffic information. A service, for instance, may provide information
only on national highways, while other ones may also consider interstate or local
routes and downtown traffic conditions. Similarly, the detail level of traffic infor-
mation provided by a service may also vary. A service may provide information
on accidents and traffic jams, while other ones may also provide information
about closed routes, detours, and predictions about future conditions of local
traffic.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a model to describe
Web service quality, provider capabilities, and user requirements. Section 3 de-
scribes the negotiation model by which SLAs can be obtained on-the-fly. Section
4 discusses related work, while conclusions are finally drawn in Section 5.

2 Quality Model

A negotiation process occurs whenever both a user and a provider are able to
define the documents specifying the requirements and the capabilities, namely.
In a Web service environment, where users and providers might not know each
others in advance, these documents must rely on the same language. In [8], a
model able to express the quality of a Web service is discussed. The same model,
discusses in the following, will be adopted in this work as well.
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Fig. 1. Evaluation functions and primitive service classes for availability, data encryp-
tion, and covered area

The quality of a Web service is defined by a set of quality dimensions1 each
of them associated to a given quality aspect. More formally, we define a quality
dimension qdi as:

qdi = 〈name, V, ef(V ), PC〉 i = 1, . . . , I. (1)

The name uniquely identifies the quality dimension. The element V corre-
sponds to either categorical or interval admissible values. In the former case, the
admissible values will be included in a specific vector V = {vh} (h = 1, . . . , H),
while, in the latter case V will be defined by its extremes, i.e., V = [vmin, vmax].
The function ef : V → [0..1] represents the quality evaluation function, i.e.,
how the quality increases or decreases with respect to the admissible values: 0
means lowest quality, 1 highest quality. The trend of ef is usually defined by an
utility function, e.g., linear, logarithmic, exponential, sigmoidal. The admissible
value set V is organized in disjoint primitive service classes PC = {pck} (k =
1, . . . , K) and are obtained as follows:

– In case of categorical values, the primitive service classes coincide with the
values that the dimension may assume: i.e, qdi.PC ≡ qdi.V , H = K.

– In case of interval values, primitive service classes are obtained by split-
ting V = [vmin, vmax] into K intervals, so PC = {pck = [pckmin ; pckmax ]}
where pckmax = pc(k+1)min

, pc1min = vmin, pcKmax = vmax. pck ranges are
obtained as follows: let divide qdi.ef(V ) in K ranges {[ekmin ; ekmax ]}, then
pkmin = qdi.ef

−1(ekmin) and pdkmax = qdi.ef
−1(ekmax).

Figure 1(a) and 1(b) show, respectively, this methodology applied to the avail-
ability and data encryption dimensions in the running example. The definition
of primitive service classes is exploited by the negotiation algorithms described
in Section 3. We assume that additional elements, such as measurement units
or metrics, are also defined. We do not explicitly include them in qdi since they
are not relevant for our approach.
1 In the literature, quality dimensions are also named quality attributes or quality

parameters.
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Given a Web service, its quality is defined by the set QD = {qdi}. As
mentioned break above, negotiation takes place only if both requirements and
capabilities are expressed on the same quality dimensions set. For this reason we
assume that a third party, called community, is in charge of identifying the set of
relevant quality dimensions. In this way, the quality dimensions included in QD
will be used (i) by the provider to express the offered quality, i.e., capabilities C
and (ii) by the user to define the required quality, i.e., user requirements UR.

As defined in [9], a community is a group of people which aims at proposing
a specification for a group of objects with some relevant common characteris-
tics. More generally, given an application domain, we suppose that a community
exists and produces the set of relevant quality dimensions. Sometimes, the com-
munity can be easily identified since it is explicitly constituted (e.g., tourism
community, financial community). Most of the times the community associated
with an application domain does not explicitly exist. For example, if we want
to buy a laptop then everyone can list the set of relevant quality dimensions
which the evaluation of the laptop quality relies on, e.g., CPU, memory, HD
capacity, screen resolution, and so on. Roughly speaking, the agreement on QD
between providers and users definitely exists but it is implicit. In some way,
introducing the actor community means to make explicit this implicit common
understatement.

Table 1 shows the quality dimensions included in QD for the TrafficMonitoring
example. Once the community decides to include a qdi in QD, the community
also defines the range of admissible values, the related evaluation function qdi.ef ,
and the primitive service classes qdi.PC. In Table 1, all the qdi ∈ QD are
described. In some case (e.g., covered area), the community cannot state which
are the best and worst values, since they depend on the user preferences. So, the
evaluation function always returns 1. This kind of dimensions, as explained in
Section 3, are non-negotiable.

It is worth noting that the range of admissible values has been identified
regardless of a specific Web service implementation. So, we assume that all the
existing Web services, given a quality dimension, can only offer a subset of the

Table 1. Quality parameters for Traffic Monitoring example

name V ef P

availability [0,1] sigmoidal {[0, 0.3); [0.3, 0.5);
(see Figure 1(a)) . . . ; [0.7, 1]}

data encryption [AES-128;AES-192;. . . ] linear [AES-128;AES-192;. . . ]
response time [0,10] inverse linear {[0.2, 1], . . . , [9, 10]}
covered area [SouthEast;SouthWest; 1 ∀vh ∈ V [SouthEast;. . . ]

NorthEast;NorthWest] (see Figure 1(c))
routes set [Highways;interstate; 1 ∀vh ∈ V [Highways;interstate;

local;. . . ] local;. . . ]
detail level [jams; detours; 1 ∀vh ∈ V [jams; detours;

toll;. . . ] toll;. . . ]
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admissible values defined by the community. In addition, users will customize
the quality dimensions accordingly to their preferences.

Starting from the QD defined by the community, Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe,
respectively, how the capabilities and the requirements can be defined.

2.1 Capabilities

Capabilities reflect the quality offered by a Web service provider. Focusing on
the service description, the provider before publishing its Web service will define
a document expressing the functional aspects. About this, WSDL represents the
de-facto standard that identifies the set of available operations and exchanged
messages. Along with the functional aspects, the service provider also needs to
attach a document in which the offered quality is described. At this stage, the
literature does not include a language for quality description with the same
consensus as WSDL does for the functional aspects. Anyway, we think that the
capabilities as introduced in the following can be simply expressed according to
languages such as WSOL [10] or WS-Policy [11].

We define a capability c(qdi) as a restriction on the range of admissible values
of the quality dimension qdi. More precisely:

c(qdi) = 〈qdi.name, offering, qdprice(offering)〉, (2)

where offering ⊆ qdi.V represents the restriction on the range of admissible
values. In this way, the provider defines, given a quality dimension, which are
the actual values the provider is able to support. In addition, the provider also
defines qdprice function which maps the dependency between the offered values
and the price per user associated with such a provisioning.

According to this model, the provider during the publication process of a
Web service, will attach a document C collecting all the supported capabilities.
In particular:

C = {c(qdi)} ∀qdi ∈ QD. (3)

In other words, a capability document must include all the quality dimensions
previously identified by the community. Table 2 lists the capabilities of a hypo-
thetical TrafficMonitoring service provider. For instance, the offered availability
is included in the range [0.5, 1.0] and the price for such a provisioning is given by
a fixed amount (e.g., 30$) and a variable one that varies according to the actual
value of the availability (e.g., availability*5$). Similarly, different prices will be
associated to different covered area. Since US NorthEast is more populated than
US NorthWest then the price varies accordingly (e.g., 5$ rather than 3$).

2.2 Requirement Model

Similarly to the capabilities, the user requirements are expressed on the basis
of the quality dimensions identified by the community. In particular, for each
qdi ∈ QD users operate a restriction on the admissible range of values. With this
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Table 2. Capabilities for TrafficMonitoring service

qd offering qdprice

availability [0.5,1.0] 30$+(availability*5$)
data encryption [AES-128] 500$
response time [1,2] 3$*(5$/timeliness)
covered area [NorthEast;NorthWest] 5$-NE;3$-NW
route set [interstate;local] 5$-interstate;10$-local
detail level [detours] 10$

operation, the users state which is the required quality. Hence, a user requirement
R that will be compared to the capabilities C during to the negotiation process
is defined as:

UR = 〈{ur(qdi)}, budget〉, (4)

where the {ur(qdi)} represents the user requirements of a specific qdi and budget
is the amount of money that the user is willing to pay for the service. In detail:

ur(qdi) = 〈qdi.name, request, w〉. (5)

Here request ∈ qdi.V represents the restriction on the range of admissible values.
This restriction corresponds to the values required by the user for the given
quality dimension.

The element w in ur represents the weight that identifies how much the related
quality dimension qdi influences the overall quality of the service. It is worth
noting that the weight assignment activity is a crucial point of the method.
It can be performed in different ways. The simplest way could be to let users
associate with each quality dimension a weight to express the importance that
the dimension has for the specific user class. In this case the only constraint is
that the sum of the weights associated with all the dimensions has to be equal to
1. This method is difficult to apply, since the absolute relevance of a dimension on
the total quality is hardly identifiable. For this reason, in this model we assume
that the weight assignment is driven by the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process)
approach, a decision making technique developed by T.L. Saaty [12]. This is a
qualitative approach in which the user only states if a sub-dimension is more
influent than another one on the overall quality. We assume that all the quality
dimensions are independent. AHP is a decision-making technique that assigns to
each sub-dimension a score that represents the overall performance with respect
to the different parameters. AHP is suitable for hierarchical structures as the
quality model described previously and proposes to user pairwise comparisons
between sub-dimensions.

Considering the difficulty that some users have in the requirements specifica-
tion, we assume that the community supports them by preliminarily identifying
their profile. We borrow the profiling concept from the Web Information Systems
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(WIS) literature in which it is used for the personalization of content to user
expectations. Profiling is the technique through which data are collected and
manipulated with the goal of identifying and describing the profile of an entity,
such as a user, an object, a product, or a process [13]. A profile is a source of
user requirements, in fact it is a structured representation of the information that
describes users and their preferences along the services that they require. This
information can be obtained by suitable architectures and modules operating
along with the Web service infrastructure.

In the requirement model proposed in this paper, users are characterized by
a profile and assigned to users classes. Each class contains users with similar
characteristics. Formally, our model considers a set U = {uy} of user and a set
UC = {ucz} of users classes. In particular, we assume that:

∀uy ∈ U ∃!ucz ∈ UC | uy ∈ ucz. (6)

A class of user ucz corresponds to the requirements suitable for the users
belonging to the class. According to our model:

ucz = {urz(qdi)}. (7)

We assume that the community is in charge of defining such requirements,
therefore, of identifying the users classes. In this way, users of a class UC have a
sort of template of requirements that can be customized with respect to specific
requirements to produce a specific UR.

Given a class of users, the user class requirements urz represents the quality
of service usually required by the user belonging to that given class. Users take
inspiration from these requirements defined by the community to express their
specific user requirements. User requirements can be more or less selective than
class requirements. Table 3 shows possible user requirements given by a user
for the TrafficMonitoring service. For example, if class requirements for the
availability dimensions are the values included in the range [0.5, 1.0], the user can
be more selective by specifying a quality limit greater than 0.7 or, alternatively,
decrease the relevance of the data quality dimension by accepting a range such
as [0.7, 0.99].

Table 3. User requirements for TrafficMonitoring service

qd request w

availability [0.5,1.0] 0.4
data encryption [AES-128] 0.025
response time [0.5,1] 0.3
covered area [SouthEast;NorthEast] 0.1
route set [highways;local] 0.15
detail level [jams;detours] 0.025
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3 Negotiation Model

Before negotiation taking place, we need to state if the offerings satisfy the user
requirements. So, we have to verify the following statement:

∀qdi ∈ QD isec (c(qdi), ur(qdi)) = c(qdi).offerings∩ur(qdi).request �= ∅. (8)

The service level negotiation occurs within the quality values identified by
isec (c(qdi), ur(qdi)).

Automated negotiation is usually defined by three elements: the negotiation
protocol, the participants decision models [14], and the negotiation objects. We
adopt a very simple negotiation protocol where, the user for each qdi starts
considering the primitive class in qdi.PC which also belongs to the calculated
intersection and which corresponds to the lowest quality. Then, as long as the
budget is not fully exploited, the user will consider the primitive class with higher
quality. In this mechanism, the decision model controls the way in which the
budget is split across the quality dimensions. Finally, negotiation objects refer
to the elements over which negotiation is performed. We argue that only the QoS
dimension associated to a non-constant evaluation function qdi.ef are negotiable.
For dimensions characterized by a constant evaluation function, e.g., covered area
in our running example, we hypothesize that the user’s requirements are non-
negotiable. If, for instance, the user identifies NE and NW as required values
for the covered area dimensions, the user requests can be fulfilled only when the
service provides traffic information on NE and NW . We hypothesize that it is
not possible to negotiate on this kind of dimensions, since the community is not
able to define an evaluation function that orders their values. Therefore, the set
QD is split in two sets: the set NQD of negotiable quality dimensions, and the
set NNQD of non-negotiable quality dimension. More formally:

QD = NQD ∪ NNQD, NQD ∩ NNQD = ∅
NQD = nqdl l = 1, . . . , L

NNQD = nnqdm m = 1, . . . , M

For each negotiable quality dimension nqdl, we formally define the negotiation
objects as:

negobjl (c(nqdl), ur(nqdl)) = 〈nqdl.name, NPC, ur(nqdl).w〉 l = 1, . . . , L.
(9)

As mentioned above, for each quality dimensions we calculate the intersection
of related capabilities and user requirements. Since qdi is divided by definition
into K primitive classes, then only a subset of them will be included in the
intersection as well. Such a subset is named NPC (negotiation primitive classes)
and defines, for each quality dimension nqdl, the set of negotiation service classes
nscj , j = 1, . . . , J included in the intersection (J ≤ K). The set NPC includes
also the price price(npcj) associated by the service provider to each negotiation
service class:

NPC(nqdl) = {〈npcj, price(npcj)〉} j = 1, . . . , J l = 1, . . . , L. (10)
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The methodology for defining service classes npcj and their price differs with
respect to the nature of the negotiable quality dimension nqdl.

As reported in Section 2, when considering a dimension nqdl that assumes
categorical values, the primitive service classes nqdl.PC coincide with the values
nqdl.V identified by the community. Figure 2 shows the methodology to obtain
negotiation service classes for the data encryption dimension. In this case, the
price associated with a service class npcj is directly obtained from the price
information in the provider capabilities. A negotiation service class npcj includes,
in fact, one single value vh̄ ∈ V , hence:

price(npcj) = c(nqdl).qdprice(nqdl.vh̄). (11)

The definition of negotiation service classes npcj for continuous nqdl de-
rives from the restriction operated on primitive service classes nqdl.PC over
isec (c(nqdl), ur(nqdl)). How to obtain service classes for the availability dimen-
sion is graphically reported in Figure 3. Let us refer to min(npcj) and max(npcj)
as, respectively, the left and right boundaries of the negotiation service class npcj .
The price price(npcj) associated with a service class npcj is the average between
the price associated with its left and right boundaries, that is:

price(npcj) =
c(nqdl).qdprice[min(npcj)]) + c(nqdl).qdprice[max(npcj)])

2
.

(12)
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The algorithm adopted to assign a price to a service class can be more general
and it is usually defined by the community.

Once having defined negobjl (c(nqdl), ur(nqdl)), ∀l, l = 1, . . . , L, we define
the basic quality level QLbase of the Web service, which is constituted, for
each negotiable quality dimension, by the lowest quality negotiation service class
negobjl.npc1. Then, it will be:

QLbase = {negobj1.npc1, . . . , negobjL.npc1} . (13)

The objective of the negotiation is to obtain a negotiated quality level QLneg

which improves the quality of the basic level. The user exploits the declared
budget ur(nqdl).budget to configure the basic quality level and increase the ex-
pected quality of the Web service. The price P (QLbase) associated to the basic
quality level is:

P (QLbase) =
L∑

l=1

price(npc1(nqdl)). (14)

Let us define Pnn as the price associated with the quality values assumed by
non-negotiable dimensions in isec (c(nnqdm), ur(nnqdm)). In the running exam-
ple, the community may assume that covered area, routes set, and detail level
are non-negotiable (M = 3). Let us consider a user requirement that specifies
highways and local as required values for the routes set dimension. A SLA be-
tween a service provider and the user can be generated only if the provided Web
service gives traffic information on highways and local routes. If we assume that
the user has also required jams and NE for, respectively, detail level and covered
area, it will be:

Pnn = c(nnqd1).qdpricecovered area(NE) + (15)
+ c(nnqd2).qdpricedetail level(jams) +
+ c(nnqd3).qdpriceroutes set(highways) +
+ c(nnqd3).qdpriceroutes set(local).

We can now define the extra budget EB of the user as:

EB = budget − [P (QLbase) + Pnn] . (16)

If EB < 0, then the service is not going to be provisioned because the user
is not able to cover with the budget the total price of the service, that is, the
sum of the price associated with the basic quality level for negotiable dimensions
and the price of non-negotiable dimensions. In case EB = 0, then the service
will be provisioned with the basic quality level QLbase for negotiable quality
dimensions. The negotiation does not take place. The negotiation is executed
only if EB > 0. Two strategies are available to the user to decide how to split
EB across the different negotiable quality dimensions, that we name the vertical
and the horizontal strategies.
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01 define ΔEBl = 0, ∀l //Fraction of EB allocated to the
//improvement of nqdl

02 define ΔEB = 0 //Exploited fraction of the extra budget
03 while(END==FALSE)
04 select l:max(nqdl.w) = wl //select the current nqd with

//highest priority
05 wl = wl − 0.01 //decrease the priority of the selected nqd
06 ΔEBl = price(npcj+1) − price(npcj) //update EB allocation

//on nqdl

07 npcj(nqdl) = npcj+1(nqdl) //update the nqdl level
08 ΔEB = ΔEB + ΔEBl //update the EB allocation
09 if (ΔEB > EB) //Cannot price increase be covered by EB?
10 npcj(nqdl) = npcj−1(nqdl) //restore old nqdl value
11 ΔEB = ΔEB − ΔEBl //restore EB allocation
12 END=TRUE //Exit condition, negotiation stops
13 endif
14 if (wl == 0) //Exit condition, negotiation stops
15 END=TRUE
16 endwhile

Fig. 4. Horizontal negotiation strategy

When adopting the vertical strategy, the user has the objective to maximize
the quality associated to the highest priority dimension nqdl̄. When the quality
of this dimension is maximized, that is, when the remaining extra budget exceeds
the price of the negotiation service class npcJ(nqdl̄), then the algorithm switches
to the maximization of the quality of the second highest priority dimension. The
horizontal strategy is adopted when the user wants to split the extra budget
on the negotiable quality dimensions proportionally to the priorities ur(nqdl).w,
∀l ∈ [1, . . . , L]. The horizontal and vertical strategies follow respectively, the
algorithms reported in Figure 4 and 5.

Let us refer to P as the total price of a service after quality negotiation:

P = P (QLneg) + Pnn. (17)

The result of the negotiation is a service level agreement SLA, generated
on-the-fly for Web service, that has the following structure:

SLA = 〈QLneg, P, isec (c(nnqdm).ur(nnqdm))〉 , (18)

where QLneg reports the service class for negotiable quality dimensions obtained
from the execution of negotiation, P is the total price associated with the Web
service with negotiated quality. Last term refers to the values of the non nego-
tiable quality dimensions.
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01 define ΔEBl = 0, ∀l //Fraction of EB allocated to the
//improvement of qdi

02 define ΔEB = 0 //Exploited fraction of the extra budget
03 while(END==FALSE)
04 select l:max(nqdl.w) = wl //select the current nqd with highest

//priority
05 wl = wl − 0.01 //decrease the priority of the selected nqd
06 STOP=FALSE //starting configuration of nqdl

07 while (STOP==FALSE)
08 ΔEBl = price(npcj+1) − price(npcj) //update EB allocation on

//nqdl

09 npcj(nqdl) = npcj+1(nqdl) //update the nqdl value
10 ΔEB = ΔEB + ΔEBl //update the EB allocation
11 if (ΔEB > EB) //Cannot price increase be covered by EB?
12 npcj(nqdl) = npcj−1(nqdl) //restore old nqdl value
13 ΔEB = ΔEB − ΔEBl //restore EB allocation
14 STOP=TRUE //end nqdl negotiation
15 END=TRUE //exit condition, negotiation stops
16 endif
17 if((j = J)OR(wl == 0))
18 STOP=TRUE //end nqdl configuration
18 endwhile
19 endwhile

Fig. 5. Vertical negotiation strategy

4 Related Work

This paper presents a model to support the automatic generation of a service
level agreement by considering user requirements and provider capabilities. To
mediate between these two standpoints, we introduce the community as the
actor able to provide a shared knowledge about the quality of a service in a
specific application domain. The community defines which relevant aspects of a
service can be used as search discriminants in service discovery. In the paper, the
community organizes dimensions by using a tree-based structure. This approach
for defining service quality has been inspired by [15] and [16], which recognize the
correlation among several dimensions. In particular, [15] also refers dimensions
to different layers (i.e. system level, resource level, and application level).

The set of dimensions identified by the community is also used as a guideline
by the providers to describe the capabilities of the offered service. In fact, a
complete service description is an important requirement for users who aim at
searching the most suitable Web service. Besides the functional description, for
which WSDL represents the most adopted specification, non functional specifi-
cations have to be modeled. In [17] a complete comparison of the current quality
description languages is presented. Among all the identified contributions, for
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our work it is important to consider proposed languages for offers and contracts
and languages for policies. As regards the former category, WSOL [10], WSLA
[18], and WS-Agreement [19] provide some description models that our work
can exploit to express quality dimensions. These contributions are particularly
relevant, since they also address the definition and monitoring of quality lev-
els. WSOL is suitable for the definition of quality dimensions, their metrics and
quality constraints. The language does not formalize the contract terms between
user and provider defining service levels but it contains constructs to define sim-
ple quality constraints on each quality dimension. A support for the definition
and monitoring of Service Level Agreements is, instead, provided by the WSLA
language. It allows providers to define quality dimensions and to describe eval-
uation functions. Furthermore, it provides monitoring of the parameters during
operations and invocation of recovery actions when contract violations occur.
Similarly, WS-Agreement provides constructs for advertising the capabilities of
providers and for creating agreements based on creational offers, and for moni-
toring agreement compliance at runtime. The latter category includes WS-Policy
[11] that can be adopted as a language for defining capabilities and requirements.
WS-Policy definitions are independent of any specific quality descriptions. Using
this language, users may describe services by using self-defined quality attributes.

Once that the service capabilities description is provided, the selection of
the most suitable service is enabled by the definition of the user requirements.
In this area, notations and languages to express users requirements have been
defined in NoFun [20] and QML [21]. There are also contributions in which
quality requirements are expressed by means of standard sentences or linguistic
patterns in natural language [22].

In this paper, the automatic generation of a service level agreement is en-
abled by the use of negotiation mechanisms. In the literature, the only examples
that propose policies for automated quality negotiation of Web services can be
found in [23,24]. In general, research on SLA management has been carried out
in the past couple of years and it has been mainly focused on the SLA specifica-
tion and on the definition of languages for SLA creation, operation, monitoring,
and termination. Examples of SLA management frameworks are WS-agreement
[19], WS-negotiation [25], and the Service Negotiation and Acquisition Proto-
col (SNAP) [26]. However, while these standards are still evolving, they present
some limitations. Generally, frameworks for SLA management only define the
format and types of messages that can be used in the negotiation, but they do
not provide the strategies through which negotiation is performed. In this paper,
besides a characterization of negotiation messages built on the underlying Web
service quality model, we also define the users’ strategies to be adopted in the
negotiation.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposed a framework for the on-the-fly generation of Web service
SLAs. The contribution of the paper is twofold. First, we introduced a quality
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model for Web services that is exploited by providers and users to define, re-
spectively, their capabilities and requirements. Secondly, we provided users with
a mechanism to negotiate among the set of service classes at the intersection
between capabilities and requirements.

From the quality model definition perspective, future work should deal with
an extended multi-level hierarchical model that considers composite dimensions,
such as, for instance, security defined as a combination of data encryption, au-
thentication, non-repudiation, and data integrity. Concerning negotiation, this
paper focused on SLA generation involving only one provider and one user. Fu-
ture work should also investigate how negotiation of quality aspects can be used
to select a service among a set of functionally equivalent services. In this way,
we will be able to add on-the-fly SLA generation capabilities to the common
frameworks dealing with service discovery.
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